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► The only journal covering the main philosophical and theoretical trends in the field of cognitive science in a format of thematic issues
► Offers a platform for debate on recent research trends at the junction between philosophy, psychology and cognitive science
► Explores the intersection of philosophy and the sciences of the mind
► Includes themed issues with both invited and submitted contributions
► Hosted at the Jean Nicod Institute, a research centre of the French Centre National de la Recherche Scientifique

A forum for debate on research trends at the junction between philosophy, psychology and cognitive science including neural, behavioural and social sciences. It publishes theoretical works grounded in empirical research as well as empirical articles on issues of philosophical relevance. It also publishes themed issues featuring invited contributions from leading authors, together with submitted articles.

The quarterly Review of Philosophy and Psychology is hosted at the Jean Nicod Institute, a research centre of the French Centre National de la Recherche Scientifique.
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